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Introduction
Patients with LLA have a high 30 days and 1 year mortality rate. Hvidovre Hospital has successfully
implemented a new standard treatment reducing the mortality rate. Standards for fluid administration,
transfusions, oxygen supplementation, pain treatment, early mobilization and physiotherapy were
enforced. Therefore we did similar changes to optimize the treatment and reduce mortality rate.

Aim
The aim of study was to identify interventions to optimize the pathway for patients with LLA.

Method
A retrospective audit of 142 patients with LLA between March 2015 and December 2016 was undertaken
using their medical records. The patient-characteristics, status of treatment and care, dates for admission,
ambulation, training, discharge, re-admission and death were collected. Results were described with
descriptive statistics.
The patients’ perspective were examined in a qualitative focus group-meeting with five patients and
health-care workers from the hospital unit and primary health-care.

Results
Quantitative results
 The patients had a mean age of 72 years, the majority were men (64%). In total 90% had
vascular diseases and 50% suffered from diabetes (table 1)
 The number of 30-day post re-admission was 13% and almost tripled during the first
year (35%)
 The mean mortality was 14% and 30 % for 30-days and 1-year respectively (table 2)
 No patients followed all elements of the standard treatment, 88 % received fluid
within the first 24 hours, 58% of the patients received additional oxygen and 46% were
mobilized within the 24-hour time-frame
 The number of days it took to get physiotherapy or be mobilized was 1-2 days (median)
with the range margin being 0-4 days
 The number of patients mobilized to chair was higher than “mobilized to chair within
24hours”, since more patients could be mobilized when time exceeded 24 hours (table
3)

Qualitative results
Patients were focused on the importance of training for more reasons:
 Being able to manage daily activities
 Mobilization and ability to walk was connected with positive influence on social
interactions
 Training was associated with hope for the future and a better quality of life
All patients experienced big challenges in the transfer to primary health-care:
 When to start training?
 How to get walking aids, a wheelchair and other aids?

We need to standardize treatment, mobilization and training
The Patients need a better support in the transfer from hospital to primary health-care

Implication for practice
We systematically follow the standard treatment
We document standard treatment more systematically using standard preformulated phrased text
We are focused on early ambulation and training
We are now optimizing the pathway for the patients in cooperation with primary health-care

